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Abstract—Physical-layer identification utilizes unique features of wireless devices as their fingerprints, providing authenticity and security guarantee. Prior physical-layer identification techniques on RFID tags require non-generic equipments and are not fully compatible with existing standards. In this paper, we propose a novel physical-layer identification system, GenePrint, for UHF passive tags. The GenePrint prototype system is implemented by a commercial reader, a USRP-based monitor, and off-the-shelf UHF passive tags. Our solution is generic and completely compatible with the existing standard, EPCglobal C1G2 specification. GenePrint leverages the internal similarity among the pulses of tags’ RN16 preamble signals to extract a hardware feature as the fingerprint. We conduct extensive experiments on over 10,000 RN16 preamble signals from 150 off-the-shelf RFID tags. The results show that GenePrint achieves a high identification accuracy of 99.68%+. The feature extraction of GenePrint is resilient to various malicious attacks, such as the feature replay attack.

I. INTRODUCTION

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) systems have become important platforms to facilitate the automation for various ubiquitous applications. Passive RFID tags provide numerous attractive features, including remote and non-sight-of-line access, low cost, battery-freedom, and high identification efficiency. As the name suggests, the most fundamental and essential function of RFID systems is tag identification. However, the identities (IDs) stored in tags are considered a kind of “naked data”. It is hard for readers to verify the authenticity of the tag ID transmitted from a wireless device. In fact, attackers can easily forge a tag with the identical ID of the genuine one for impersonation or counterfeiting. In addition, attackers can also “overhear” the communication between the reader and tags to obtain the application data such as tag IDs.

As the authenticity and privacy of tags are of importance, many efforts have been done in recent years to design secure identification and authentication protocols [1]. They are commonly with a need of changing the current standard or using more powerful tag circuitry, in order to support cryptographic mechanisms. Most of prior solutions suffer from at least one of the following drawbacks. First, it is difficult for those techniques to be adopted by manufacturers because they are not compatible with the current industrial standards, such as the EPCglobal C1G2 specification [2]. Second, cost concern will place a barrier to introducing more powerful circuitry to tags. Third, some data, though has been encrypted, are still exposed to attackers, which leaves a risk of privacy leakage. Designing an identification protocol that achieves compatibility, security, and cost-efficiency is challenging.

Recently, researchers have proposed physical-layer identification for wireless devices. Physical-layer identification solutions leverage the minor variations in analog hardware and obtain the device-related fingerprints by analyzing the communication signals. The main task of physical-layer identification is to find a favorable feature or feature set, which can be used as a unique and stable fingerprint of the target device. It aims at distinguishing different devices by what they are (hardware feature) rather than what they hold (ID), which enables the authentic identification. This technique has been adopted by many wireless device platforms [3]–[6].

Existing physical-layer identification techniques for RFID tags, however, suffer from two main drawbacks. First, these solutions are not generic. They often use purpose-built and costly equipment for supporting a high sampling rate on tag signals in order to make the observed signals resilient to noises. For example, The time interval error (TIE) based approach [6] uses an oscilloscope with a sampling rate up to 1 GS/s as the signal acquisition device. It also employs a purpose-built reader that sends a few of commands out of the standard specification. Second, the feature used by prior solutions may be vulnerable to various attacks. For example, the \( \Delta T_{IE} \) extracted from the preamble of RN16 can be used as the fingerprint of tags [6]. Attackers can adjust the signals...
of their attacking device to simulate the value, and perform a feature replay attack [7].

With the motivation of addressing these problems, we propose a new internal similarity based physical-layer identification system, GenePrint, for passive tags. Our approach is based on analyzing the internal similarity of the tag communication signal. Our observation is that signals transmitted by the same tag may differ in average power or frequency band with different deployments, but the internal hardware feature is stable. From the RN16 preamble signals of tags, we extract two internal similarity features, namely covariance-based distribution feature (Cov) and power spectrum density (PSD), which can effectively differentiate UHF RFID tags. Moreover, we show that the calculation of Cov-based similarity will not be affected by the environmental noise. Hence the proposed feature extraction methods do not require devices with very high sampling rates. Figure 1 shows some experimental results of the Cov-based feature extraction. $S_1^A$ and $S_2^A$ are the feature vectors from two RN16 preamble signals of tag A. $S_1^B$ and $S_2^B$ are the feature vectors from two RN16 preamble signals of tag B. We can obviously see that the two distributions of A’s feature vectors are very similar and can be clearly distinguished from the two distributions of B.

We implemented a GenePrint prototype system using a Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) based programming radio device, a commercial RFID reader, and off-the-shelf tags. GenePrint performs physical-layer identification of RFID UHF passive tags while being fully compatible with current RFID standards and off-the-shelf RFID products. The feature extraction only needs the preamble of the RN16 packet, which does not contain any application data such as the tag ID. In addition, our approach is more resilient to malicious attacks, e.g. feature replaying, by fingerprinting all pulses into a distribution-based feature instead of a single value. We conduct extensive experiments on over 10,000 RN16 preamble signals from 150 off-the-shelf RFID tags. Tags are in three types, namely Impinj E41-C, Impinj H47 and Alien 9640, with chips from two mainstream RFID manufactures. The results show that, only using the Cov feature, 12,000 RN16 preamble signals can be classified to different tags with the accuracy of 78.79%. Jointly utilizing Cov and PSD, the identification accuracy of the same tag population can reach 99.68%+ in a standard environment. The results also demonstrate the stable performance of GenePrint by changing the distance and angle between the antennas of the reader and tags. The major contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

- The GenePrint system is compatible with the current UHF RFID standard specification. It is a generic solution and can be implemented by off-the-shelf RFID readers and tags.
- GenePrint uses a new internal similarity based feature extraction method to identify RFID UHF passive tags through the physical-layer information. The extracted feature can serve as the fingerprint of a tag with high identification accuracy.
- The identification process of GenePrint can effectively protect the user privacy. Besides, the feature extracted by GenePrint is resilient to the feature replay attack, which can enhance the authenticity of RFID identification.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly overview the backscattering based communication between an RFID reader and tags. We also introduce two essential components of the RFID backscattering, RN16 and Miller-modulated subcarrier.

A. Basic Signaling Interface

Existing UHF RFID systems commonly follow the EPCglobal C1G2 air protocol specification [2], which is regarded as the state-of-art communication standard for connecting passive UHF tags and readers. As described in this specification, the signaling interface can be viewed as the physical-layer in the communication between a reader and tags, which defines all parameters required for RF communications.

Figure 2 shows a successful read process between the reader and tag. According to the specification in [2], an inventory round begins with a Query command from the reader that includes a slot-count value $Q$ and other parameters for tag modulation, e.g. Backscatter Link Frequency (BLF). Each tag receiving Query will pick a random value in the range of $[0, 2^Q - 1]$ and preload the value as its slot counter. The inventory frame can be divided into $2^Q$ slots and two neighbouring slots are separated by the reader command QueryRep or QueryAdjust. Upon each QueryRep command, a tag will decrement its slot counter. When the slot counter reaches 0, the tag will reply an RN16 packet, containing a 16-bit random or pseudo-random number. Assuming that in a given slot there is only a single tag replying to the reader, the reader will send an ACK command containing the same RN16 numbers as an acknowledgement to the tag. The acknowledged tag will then reply its ID to the reader.

B. Data-independent physical-layer information

One of the objectives of our approach is to seek a feature that more explicitly reflects the exact physical-layer information correlated to the tag. We choose the preamble of the RN16 packet. Like most wireless communication mechanisms, EPCglobal C1G2 also specifies a preamble before RN16. The formats of preambles differ on their encoding methods. EPCglobal C1G2 also specifies a preamble before RN16. The formats of preambles differ on their encoding methods. We show a preamble signal captured by our USRP device in Figure 3. This preamble is composed of 64 square wave pulses, which are usually called Pilot Tone, followed by a bit sequence "010111". In order to minimize the impact of the logic data as much as possible, we only use the 64 pulses as the source of each tag’s physical-layer information.
C. Representation of tags' physical-layer information

Following EPCglobal C1G2 [2], tags shall encode their preambles as one of the FM0 baseband, Miller-2, 4, or 8 modulated subcarriers. Indeed, all of them are variations of frequency-shift keying (FSK) [8] modulation. It is obviously that the FSK modulated signals can be decoded by counting the number of changes of signal state. For example, the FM0 symbol "0" contains a state change from HIGH output to LOW output in the middle of the signal, while "1" does not. In this paper, we use pulse to denote such changes. **The physical-layer features (fingerprint) of a tag can be extracted from the RN16 preamble signal.** We propose to leverage the similarity among the pulses of a tag’s preamble signal to formulate this a unique and stable feature, presented in Section III.

In our system, we choose the preamble under the Miller-4 modulation. Our system can also use other modulation methods that have different numbers of pulses, such as FM0 and Miller-2. However there is a trade-off: modulation methods with less numbers of pulses provide higher data transmission rate but less accurate representation of physical-layer information.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. System Overview

In this section, we present the design of our physical-layer identification protocol and monitor-based identification system. The GenePrint system architecture is shown in Figure 4.

The protocol is performed as follows. The commercial RFID reader queries a tag within its view field by sending a "Query" command, as specified in [2]. Upon receiving the command, the tag replies a response with an RN16 packet. A monitor based identification system then processes the collected signals for identification. Suppose the fingerprints of all valid tags are stored in a local database. If the hardware feature extracted from the signals has a matched record corresponding to a valid tag, the system successfully identifies this tag.

The monitor based identification system consists of 3 components: 1) Signal Preprocessing, which is for separating the RN16 packets from raw signals, 2) Feature Extraction, which analyses the RN16 packet to yield a unique fingerprint, and 3) Fingerprint Matching module, which accomplishes matching the fingerprint with the one of a valid tag and notifies the upper-layer application to accept/reject the candidate tag. Initially, the features of all tags are extracted and stored in a database. The extraction can be performed by using data mining methods, e.g., the KStar [9] algorithm. As shown in Figure 4, this monitor-based system can be seamlessly adopted in any existing commercial UHF RFID system. It does not disturb normal communications between the off-the-shelf reader and tag. Instead, it only passively listens to the communication and records signals for extracting the hardware features of tags.

In our system, the hardware of the monitor is a Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) N210 [10]. The software is partially derived from a Gen2 RFID project developed by Buettner and Wetherall [11]–[13]. We use a SBX daughterboard [10] whose frequency coverage is 400 MHz – 4 GHz. Optimally, the USRP connects to a host machine which can sustain up to 50 MS/s sampling rate over the GigE interface. Unfortunately, as explained by Buettner [12], the current GNU Radio [14] may lose a large amount of data if processing in such a high sampling rate. By using this generic hardware, we are only allowed to use a sampling rate of 10 MS/s, two-magnitude lower to that of the purpose-built readers of previous physical-layer solutions such as [6]. It is a great challenge for extracting the hardware feature from tags’ weak signals with the impact of strong and complex environmental signals. Our internal similarity based solution successfully extracts the signal feature using the generic and low-cost hardware with higher accuracy.

B. Signal PreProcessing

The raw signal received by USRP includes the carrier wave, the reader commands and the tag responses. For achieving data-independent feature extraction, we should separate RN16 from the raw signal. Since the frequency of the tag response is higher than that of the reader commands, the conventional technique is to implement a high-pass filter followed by an inverse Fourier transform. However, the high-pass filter will
C. Feature Extraction

In this subsection, we detail the extraction procedure for two different features: the covariance-based pulse inter feature (Cov) and the power spectrum density based signal inner feature (PSD).

1) Cov-based Pulse Inter Feature: We develop a theoretical model to show that the similarity among the pulses of the preamble signal can effectively reflect the hardware feature of a tag.

For the given tag, let $P_i$ and $P_j$ be signal vectors of the $i$th and the $j$th pulses at the given observed RN16’s preamble signal. $P_i$ can be considered as the sum of 1) a constant vector of the standard square wave pulse $C$, 2) a value representing the tag’s inherent hardware feature $f_i$, and 3) a series of random gauss white noise $n_i$, as shown in Figure 5. We have:

\begin{align}
P_i &= C + f_i + n_i \quad (1) \\
P_j &= C + f_j + n_j \quad (2)
\end{align}

By exploiting the internal similarity of the given signal, we show that the covariance of $P_i$ and $P_j$ can be used to represent the tag’s hardware feature.

**STEP 1: Noise Cancellation**

Theorem 1: Let $A_i = P_i - n_i$, $A_j = P_j - n_j$, and Cov be the covariance operator. Then

\[ \text{Cov}(P_i, P_j) = \text{Cov}(A_i, A_j) \quad (3) \]

**Proof:** Let $E$ be the expected value operator. The covariance of $P_i$ and $P_j$ is given by:

\[ \text{Cov}(P_i, P_j) = E(A_i A_j) = E(A_i)E(A_j) - E(A_i)E(n_j) - E(A_j)E(n_i) + E(n_i n_j) \quad (4) \]

According to the linearity property of mathematical expectation, Equation 4 has the form:

\[ \text{Cov}(P_i, P_j) = E(A_i A_j) - E(A_i)E(A_j) = \text{Cov}(A_i, A_j) \quad (5) \]

Note that two noise signal vectors $n_i$ and $n_j$ are independent. $A_i$ and $n_j$, $A_j$ and $n_i$ are also independent. For independent $X$ and $Y$, $E(XY) = E(X)E(Y)$. From Equation 5 we have:

\[ \text{Cov}(P_i, P_j) = E(A_i A_j) - E(A_i)E(A_j) = \text{Cov}(A_i, A_j) \quad (6) \]

**STEP 2: Feature Extraction**

Theorem 2: Let $P_i^h$ and $P_j^h$ be the high state parts of $P_i$ and $P_j$, and $f_i^h$ and $f_j^h$ be the corresponding signal vectors of hardware features, respectively. We have

\[ \text{Cov}(P_i^h, P_j^h) = \text{Cov}(f_i^h, f_j^h) \quad (7) \]

**Proof:** Let $A_i = P_i - n_i = C + f_i$ and $A_j = P_j - n_j = C + f_j$. From Equation 6 we have:

\[ \text{Cov}(P_i, P_j) = E((C + f_i)(C + f_j)) - E(C + f_i)E(C + f_j) \quad (8) \]
Since $C$ is independent of $f_i$ and $f_j$, we now have:

$$\text{Cov}(P_i, P_j)$$

$$= E(C^2) + E(Cf_i) + E(Cf_j) +$$

$$E(f_i f_j) - E(C)E(C) - E(C)E(f_j) -$$

$$E(C)f_i - E(f_i)E(f_j) -$$

$$E(C^2) + E(f_i f_j) - E^2(C) - E(f_i)E(f_j)$$

(9)

Note that $C$ is a constant vector, hence $E((C^h)^2) = E^2(C^h)$, where $C^h$ is the high state part of $C$.

Apply $P^h_i$ and $P^h_j$ into Equation 9:

$$\text{Cov}(P^h_i, P^h_j)$$

$$= E(f^h_i f^h_j) - E(f^h_i)E(f^h_j)$$

(10)

Theorems 1 and 2 show that the calculation of Cov-based similarity will not be affected by the environmental noise.

**STEP 3: Signal Feature Establishment**

Equation 10 indicates that if we calculate the covariance of two arbitrary pulses’ high state parts, we finally get the covariance of the corresponding hardware features. Extending this method to all the 64 pulses’ high states and low states, then for a single signal we have two vectors:

$$S^h = [\text{Cov}(f^h_1, f^h_2), ..., \text{Cov}(f^h_i, f^h_j), ..., \text{Cov}(f^h_{63}, f^h_{64})]$$

for integers $i, j \in [1, 64], i < j$

$$S^l = [\text{Cov}(f^l_1, f^l_2), ..., \text{Cov}(f^l_i, f^l_j), ..., \text{Cov}(f^l_{63}, f^l_{64})]$$

for integers $i, j \in [1, 64], i < j$

(11)

(12)

Note that each of $S^h$ and $S^l$ has $C(64, 2) = 2016$ elements. Combining Equation 11 and Equation 12, the signal feature can be extracted as a covariance sequence in a length of $2 \times C(64, 2)$:

$$S = [S^h, S^l]$$

(13)

For the signal of each tag, we can construct a vector in the form of Equation 13.

Although the elements in a vector $S$ are only correlated with the hardware inherent features, the hardware inherent feature reflected in a specific pulse is uncertain. This means the value of one particular element of the vector $S$ is unpredictable. Nevertheless, as the vector $S$ can present the characteristic of the tag’s hardware, it should follow a certain probabilistic distribution.

In order to verify this idea, we use an equi-width histogram to estimate the distribution of $S$. We first choose two different Alien 9640 tags $A$ and $B$, and randomly pick two RN16 preamble signals for each tag. Performing the above process of feature extraction, we obtain 4 covariance sequences: $S^A_i$ and $S^A_j$ for Tag $A$, and $S^B_i$ and $S^B_j$ for Tag $B$. Each of them is a vector containing $2 \times C(64, 2) = 4032$ elements. For each vector, all elements are sorted into 500 equally spaced bins between the minimum and maximum value of it. The bins are displayed as rectangles such that the height of each rectangle indicates the number of elements in the bin. Figure 1 shows the results of the first 120 bins. As shown in Figure 1, the two distributions from Tag $A$ are very similar and they can be clearly distinguished from the two distributions from Tag $B$.

In our system, for each RN16 preamble, we use the distribution of the Cov-based feature as the main hardware fingerprint of tags. Experiment results shown in Section IV demonstrated that using this feature can achieve an identification accuracy of 77.88%, 79.42% and 79.06% for 3 different tag models Impinj E41-C, Impinj H47, and Alien 9640, respectively.

2) PSD-based Signal Inner Feature: In this section, we propose another similarity-based feature extraction mechanism by using power spectrum density (PSD). Different from the Cov-based pulse inter feature which takes pulses as basic elements, this approach focuses on the whole signal (64 consecutive pulses) and extracts the inner similarity of the signal in the frequency domain.

First, we consider the preamble signal as a random process. For mathematically describing this random process, a probability density function (PDF) is usually used. However, the PDF is not a complete description. For instance, at two arbitrary points in the time domain, we have samples $X_1 = X(t_1)$ and $X_2 = X(t_2)$. The PDF function $f_X(x = t)$ only describes $X_1$ and $X_2$, but cannot infer the relationship between them. In order to characterize such a relationship, the autocorrelation function can be utilized as follows.

Defining $\tau$ as a time difference variable, the autocorrelation function can be expressed as [15]:

$$R_{XX}(t, t + \tau) = E(X(t)X(t + \tau))$$

(14)

This function can draw out the correlation between two samples depending on the distance they are spaced. Using this metric in the frequency domain, we obtain the power spectrum density function according to the Wiener-Khintchine-Einstein Theorem [15]:

**Theorem 3 (Wiener-Khintchine-Einstein Theorem):** For a wide sense stationary random process $X(t)$ whose autocorrelation function is given by $R_{XX}(\tau)$, the PSD of the process is

$$S_{XX}(f) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} R_{XX}(\tau)e^{-j2\pi f \tau} d\tau$$

(15)

Like the autocorrelation function in the time domain, PSD is a deterministic representation of the spectral characteristics of a random process. This can also be proved in many other domains. For example, the authors in [16] utilized the power spectrum feature to classify images.

In our system, PSD is used as the secondary feature for identification. According to the experimental results, combining with the Cov-based feature the identification accuracy of GenePrint is over 99.68%.

**D. Fingerprint Matching**

Like all other physical-layer identification solutions, the system should obtain the reference fingerprint database for tags based on the extracted features. In our prototype system, we collect RN16 preamble signals from all 150 tags that
will be identified. For the captured signals, the proposed feature extraction methods are employed to generate the tag features. GenePrint then employs a KStar learning tool to produce a single reference fingerprint from each tag’s features extracted. Each tag will have a reference fingerprint recorded together with its ID in the database. In order to improve the identification accuracy, multiple feature fingerprints are joined applied to generate a reference fingerprint. In practical RFID systems, the database can be established using the above methods by manufacturers when producing tags, or by the system administrator before deploying the tags.

For identifying a given tag, the monitor captures the RN16 preamble of the tag, generate its fingerprint via proposed feature extraction methods, and compute a matching score for every entry in the database. The higher the matching score is, the more similar two fingerprints are. The score is computed using the distance computation mechanism in the learning tool. In GenePrint, we use the entropy based distance computation. An entry that is scored higher than a threshold is considered as a valid entry. We will discuss how to set the threshold in Section IV.

If there is a single valid entry, the system just reports an “accept” and the tag ID in the entry. If there are multiple valid entries for a tag in the database, there are two possible strategies for GenePrint: 1) reporting an “accept” and the tag ID in the highest scored entry, or 2) continuing to capture multiple RN16 signals from the candidate tag and taking the average of scores from multiple fingerprints. If there are still multiple entries, the system reports an “accept” and the tag ID in the highest scored entry. In our performance evaluation, we choose the strategy 2 and take at most 3 RN16 signals for identifying a given tag, as described in Section IV-C. If there is no valid entry, a "reject" will be reported.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

In this section, we present the implementation and the performance evaluation of the GenePrint system. We describe the experiment setup in Section IV-A and the accuracy metrics used to evaluate classification and identification in Section IV-B. The experiment results will be presented and analyzed in Section IV-B.

A. Experiment Setup

We implement and evaluate our system in an indoor environment with the existence of RF noises including Wifi, AM/FM, and Bluetooth signals. The testbed consists of a commercial RFID system with an Impinj R220 reader and 150 off-the-shelf RFID UHF passive tags from 3 different models. For the low-cost and generic monitor, we use a USRP N210 plus a SBX daughterboard which has been introduced in Section III. Antennas used by both the reader and the monitor are circularly polarized with a gain of 8dBi (Laird S9028PCL). Figure 6 shows the testbed.

To show the GenePrint system is universally applicable, we test tags in different design models. The 150 tags for evaluation are in 3 different models from 2 manufactures. They are Impinj E41-C, Impinj H47 and Alien 9640. To better evaluate the system’s accuracy and stability, we purposely use those tags with different designs as shown in Table I.

We conducted three main sets of experiments to evaluate the performance of our system. For each set of experiments, different models of tags are used and 80 RN16 preambles are collected for each tag. The first set of experiments aims to evaluate the classification and identification accuracy of the GenePrint system. In the second set of experiments, we vary the distance between the reader and tags from 30cm to 1m. This leads to a variation of the averaged baseband power of the signals, which introduces a negative impact due to the environment noise increase. In the last set of experiments, we perform an antenna-orientation-aware experiment to further study the stability of identification.

B. Metrics and methodology

We evaluate the performance of both classification and identification. For classification, we test whether features extracted from different RN16 preamble signals of one tag can be classified to the same feature class. For identification, we use reference features in the database to identify each tag.

1) Classification: We employ a Correctly Classified Rate (CCR) to evaluate the classification capability of extracted features. Each individual tag is viewed as one class. For classification, we use its 80 signals as the classifier instances. The CCR is measured by the result of the classifier, which is the average percentage of correctly classified instances using the cross-validation mechanism. The classifier we use is an instance-based classifier, KStar algorithm, based on the entropic distance measurement.

2) Identification: For evaluating the identification performance, we implement a threshold-based identification system and calculate the Equal Error Rate (EER) as our performance
metric. The system is built as follows. Assuming after the training process, we have already obtained the reference fingerprint of each tag. For each candidate fingerprint to be identified, we first measure its matching scores to all reference fingerprints stored in database. Here, the higher the matching score is, the more similar the two fingerprints are. We define two metrics, False Accept Rate (FAR) and False Reject Rate (FRR). For a given threshold, FAR is the percentage of scores higher than the threshold but locate tags to wrong reference entries, and FRR is the percentage of scores correspond to the same tag but lower than the threshold. We select a fixed value as the threshold with which FRR is equal to FAR. The error rate at this threshold value is the Equal Error Rate (EER).

To improve the identification accuracy and address the problem of multiple entries, we detail the strategy 2 mentioned in Section III-D by a method called sample-combination, in which multiple sampled RN16 signals from a candidate tag are used to generate a single reference fingerprint. For each reference fingerprint, $N$ matching scores can be calculated. We take the average of them as the combined score of this tag. This solution needs capture multiple RN16 preamble signals from the given tag. In our protocol, this is feasible because in one second, a commercial reader can successfully recognize one single tag 100+ times such that our monitor can easily record multiple preamble signals. Finally, we locate an entry with the highest similarity, if there are still multiple entries in the database.

C. Experiment Results

1) Recognition Results: In this section, we discuss the accuracy of our system for classification and identification. We used 12,000 RN16 preambles (80 signals $\times$ 150 tags) as our data set. A 5-fold cross validation is used to calculate the error rate. In each fold, 60 signals are used as the training set and the rest 20 signals are used to evaluate the testing accuracy for each tag.

Note that as explained in Section III-C1, in order to build the Cov-based feature, we use a histogram method to estimate the distribution of the covariances vector. To our knowledge, there is no feasible approach to estimate the optimal number of bins, denoted as ($M$), which is used for containing covariances values of pulses, if the shape of the distribution is unknown. However, different settings on the number of bins can reveal different features of the data. In order to best estimate the distribution of the pulse-inter covariances vector, we evaluate the feature classification accuracy with different numbers of bins. Figure 7 shows the experiment results of 150 tags. We collect 80 RN16 preambles from each tag in this experiment. We perform 13 groups of experiments with the number of bins ranging from 50 to 100, where the system can yield highly-correct classification rate in average. In the following experiments, we set $M$ as 80.

Table II shows the system classification accuracy on a population of 150 tags. In our evaluation, we focused on classifying RFID tags with the same model, which is a very challenging task. It is obvious that classifying tags with different models will be much easier, because their hardware models are fundamentally different. Table II shows the results for every of the three models. We also compare our experiment results with the work in [6]. We use the classification accuracy claimed in [6] directly as the benchmark. This is because we are limited by the lack of hardware. The sampling rate of our USRP is only 10MS/s while that of their purpose-built oscilloscope can be as high as 100MS/s $\sim$ 1GS/s. Note that, in [6], 5 signals are required to compose a single fingerprint. However, for the evaluation of classification, we treat each signal received as a valid sample and the feature extracted as an individual fingerprint for the classifier. As a result, our solution is much more efficient. As shown in the Table II, the three models of tags have an average accuracy of 78.79%, which is higher than that of the work in [6].

We implement the threshold-based identification mechanism described in Section IV-B. In this experiment, we establish the fingerprints for 150 tags by using the combination of the Cov-feature and PSD-feature. The matching score in this system is measured as the distance defined in the KStar algorithm, which is the complexity of transforming one instance into another.
improve the identification accuracy, the sample-combination method is adopted. Let $N$ be the number of samples acquired to produce one fingerprint. Figure 8 indicates the experiment results when $N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10$. We compare our results with the identification accuracy of the $(\partial_{TIE}, \bar{P}_B)$ feature based method presented in [6]. Note we mainly focus on the Alien 9640 tags for the comparison, as the work in [6] mainly test Alien 9549 tags. As shown in the Figure 8, our GenePrint system achieves a very high accuracy (> 99%) as long as the number of samples is greater than 1, which is better than that of the $(\partial_{TIE}, \bar{P}_B)$ feature based approach. Specifically, in our case, when $N = 3$, the identification accuracy is 99.68% and when $N \geq 5$, our system can achieve an accuracy of 100%. In practice, the setting of $N$ is determined based on the accuracy requirement of real applications. We set the default value of $N$ as 3 in the rest experiments.

2) Feature extraction stability: In this section, we analyze the stability of the extracted feature set. We vary the distance and the angle between the reader’s antenna and the tags, as illustrated in Figure 9. The $d$ is defined as the distance between the centroid of reader antenna and the tag. We conduct 3 different experiments with $d = 30cm, d = 50cm, d = 1m$. The distances used in the experiment is relatively short compared to those in [6]. This is mainly because USRP has a much lower sampling rate than that of the purpose-built reader in [6]. In the experiment with changed orientations, we vary the value of $\theta$: $\pm 30^\circ, \pm 45^\circ$ and $\pm 60^\circ$. We use 12 different tags (4 tags for each model) for both of the distance and orientation experiments. For each different position, 80 RN16 preambles are collected for each tag. That means the distance and the orientation experiments have used $2880 + 5760 = 8640$ (distance: $2880 = 12 \times 80 \times 3$; orientation: $5760 = 12 \times 80 \times 6$) signals altogether. We used the KStar classifier with 5-fold cross-validation to evaluate the classified accuracy. We first show the True Accept Rate (TAR), defined as the percentage of the tags that are correctly identified/classified, with various values of FAR. The results shown in Figure 10 reflect that GenePrint can achieve very high TAR even if the FAR is very small. Figure 11 demonstrates that the classification accuracy is higher than 93% under different distance values. We note that the classification accuracy will slightly decrease if enlarging the distance. On the other hand, the impact of changing the angle is negligible, given an angle variation $\pm 60^\circ$. These results indicates that the identification accuracy of GenePrint is resilient to the spatial deployment changes.
V. Security Analysis

The ultimate goal of attacks to an identification mechanism is to successfully impersonate a victim. Attackers may forge or replay a tag’s signals to impersonate the tag. As discussed in [7], there are two major attacks potentially threaten the physical-layer identification, feature replay based and signal replay based impersonations.

Impersonation by Feature Replay. This attack attempts to partially or fully simulate the features of genuine tag for impersonation. We assume the attacker knows the types of features used by the tags, as well as the identification mechanisms, including the feature extraction, classification, and matching methods. But he does not know the exact value of the features. To our knowledge, the major features used for physical-layer identification are extracted from distinctive signal properties, such as the Frame frequency offset, Frame SYNC correlation, Frame I/Q origin offset, Frame magnitude error, Frame phase error [3], Time Interval Error (TIE), and Average Baseband Power [6]. Some earlier works use signal transients in the waveform domain [6]. If the feature extracted is related to a value, for example TIE, the attacker can adjust the signals of attacking device to approach the value, and hence simulate the feature. The adjustment is usually achieved by linearly tuning the analog circuit of attacking devices, or digitally shrink or expand the ideal constellation symbols’ position in the I/Q plane [7]. Such an attack is more easily to be conducted if using programming radio devices, e.g. USRP.

GenePrint is very robust against the feature replay attack. It utilizes the internal similarity of pulses as the physical-layer feature, which involves all preamble signals in the feature extraction. To impersonate a targeted tag, the attacker should generate the signals with the same feature using his own devices. This impersonation requires the attacker repeatedly generating different 64 preamble pulses until one try can be accepted to a valid entry, which is extremely time/resource-consuming. Even if we assume that the attacker knows the exact values of features, i.e., the distribution of covariances of pulses, GenePrint is still hard to be broken. Note that with such an assumption, most other physical-layer identification approaches are easily to be broken because the feature can be directly generated. To break GenePrint, the attacker have to perform brute-force search by the following steps for impersonating a victim tag. a) generating 64 preamble pulses, b) calculating the covariance for each pair of pulses, c) obtaining the distribution of these covariances, and d) verifying whether this result matches the known feature of targeted tag. Even though the attacker may shrink the scope of pulse generation to improve the attacking efficiency, each try of feature generation is non-trivial. In short, the overhead of feature replay based attack to GenePrint is impractical.

Impersonation by Signal Replay. The attacker can record signals from a targeted tag, and later retransmit an identical signal to the reader for impersonation. The reader cannot distinguish the retransmitted signals from the genuine ones, if the attacker can successfully make them identical. To our knowledge, no existing work can effectively defend against such an attack, including our work. Nevertheless, performing such an attack usually require very sophisticated and costly equipments, such as the oscilloscope and signal generator, etc. The oscilloscope in [6] has a 100MS/s - 1GS/s sampling rate for data collection. Recording/forging signals may require equipments whose sampling rates are higher than those values. Low-cost equipments used to record RF signals like USRP can only reach a maximum 100MS/s sampling rate. The bandwidth of the Ethernet cable between the USRP and PC is even lower, only 50MS/s. All these facts make the signal replay based impersonation extremely difficult, if not impossible, in practice.

VI. RELATED WORK

Physical-layer identification mechanism has been proposed in variant platforms [3], [17]. The feasibility of these approaches is the fact that hardware imperfections in the transmitter circuitry are introduced during the manufacturing process. Such imperfections are transmitter-specific and affect the communication signal, which makes the device fingerprint measurable. Some systems were implemented to distinguish HF tags [18], and some others focus on UHF tags, such as [6] and [19]. The authors in [19] proposed a Minimum Power Response feature extraction method to distinguish different tags. To the best of our knowledge, [19] is the first work on feature extraction of RFID UHF tags.

For other purposes, Zheng and Li [20] proposed to identify missing tags by using the aggregated physical signals from concurrent tag responses. Wu et al. [21] designed an indoor localization system by exploiting radio signatures without site survey. C. Hekimian-Williams et al. [22] proposed an RFID tag based localization method by using phase difference. Although these works are not for physical-layer identification, they are based on the analysis of physical feature to some extent.

For RFID tags, throughput optimization and cardinality estimation are also important topics. Instead of using traditional anti-collision methods [23], some works took the collision responses from tags as useful information. In the work proposed by Wang et al. [24], collisions were regarded as transmitted code and the decoding was proceeded with the compressive sensing algorithm. Blink [25] exploited characteristics of backscatter link layer and achieved the mobility detection and rate adaptation designs. On the other hand, efforts on the cardinality estimation, such as [26]–[29], focus on designing fast and accurate estimators by counting the numbers of slots in different types.

In the literature of RFID-oriented privacy-preserving, researchers focus on the security of IDs as well as the search efficiency of an optional key. In [30], the authors proposed a Hash-Lock based authentication protocol with high security performance. However, its search complexity is $O(N)$ due to the key’s linear structure, which made the system suffer from low efficiency on key search. Later, researchers attempted to develop the security-related applications. Halevi er al. [31] proposed a novel posture sensing approach based on wisp tags.
to defend the unauthorized reading and replay attack. Other approaches studied the design of anti-counterfeiting protocols by using efficient batch authentication techniques [1], [32].

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a physical-layer identification system, GenePrint, for UHF passive tags. Being fully compatible with existing industrial standard EPCglobal C1G2, GenePrint can be implemented by a commercial reader, a USRP-based monitor, and off-the-shelf UHF passive tags. Therefore it is a generic solution. We propose a novel internal similarity based feature extraction method and theoretically prove its feasibility. The accuracy of GenePrint to identify passive tags can be higher than 99.68%. In addition, GenePrint can effectively defend against the severe feature replay attack. We conduct extensive experiments on over 10,000 RN16 preamble signals from 150 off-the-shelf RFID tags. The results demonstrate GenePrint identification is highly accurate and stable.
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